
ENGLISH  

CLASS 10  

Section A 

Q1 (8*1=8) 

a (ii) 

b (iii) 

c (iv) 

d (i) 

e  She came to see Helen when she was a child. She opened the other world for her.  

f companionship 

g delicate 

 

Q2(4*2=8+4*1=4) 

A 

1.rising sea level, severe weather events, destruction of various natural habitats 

2.melting of polar ice caps. Arctic region may not have ice in 30 years from now. The polar bears are threatened by these changes. 

3. The burning of fossil fuels releases Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. These gases have heat trapping abilities, 

which raise the temperature of earth’s surface. 

4.signed a historic argument to reduce their Carbon emissions 

 

B 

1. (a) 

2. (b) 

3. (b) 

  



4. (a) 

 

Section B 

Q3 letter -format content accuracy (8) 

Q4 story - title / content/ accuracy (10) 

 

Q5 (4) 

(a) what 

(b) it 

(c) in 

(d) a 

 

Q6 (4) 

A. at  on 

B. belonging belongings  

C. as  this D. A The 

 

Q7 (4) 

(a) Good manners win the love and respect of others. 

(b) They can be learnt best when one is young. 

(c) A soft answer turns away anger and saves us from many a pitfall. 

(d) Even strangers like a person who is respectful. 

 

Q8 (4) 

i -c 



ii -a 

iii they will end the world 

iv tasted greed  

OR 

i -a 

ii - dive 

iii - exhausted / hunger / strange experience  

iv - learnt to fly  

Q9  (5*=10) 

i needed rain money ,prayer  

     ii -a game with ping pong ball  

    iii no dress or jewellery 

  iv about the prize and her dresses  

v natural beauty,variety of flora and fauna 

vi lutkins ,he fooled the lawyer  

vii iping village / money,shelter,to escape law  

Q 10. (8) 

He talks about the twin obligations-obligation towards his family & obligation towards his nation. While discharging his duties he found he was not 

free. 

Hence, he joined African National Congress fought for the freedom of his country. 

He knew that the oppressor must be liberated just as surely as the oppressed. 

The oppressor and oppressed are alike are robbed of their humanity. 

OR 

Answer: Writing a diary is a strange experience for Anne Frank because of two reasons. The first reason is she has not written anything before. 

The second reason is the apparent disinterest which most of the people would show in musings of a thirteen year old girl. 



 She needs some channel through which she can get off all the burden and pain she is suffering from. Hence, she wants to keep a diary. Anne 

Frank is also searching for a friend in the form of her diary. 

Q11.(8) 

Her confident walk, her act of touching up her make-up and /the ease with which she picks cigarette from the right place are enough to deceive 

anybody. Horace was too frightened to think properly so he didn’t suspect anything. 

OR 

Answer: Ausable creates a detailed description of how his office was part a bigger apartment and how the next room had direct connection with 

the balcony. His statement that somebody else also broke into his office through that balcony made it a convincing story. 

 

 

   

 


